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Abstract—To analyze a wire antenna excited by a time varying
voltage source or a wire scatterer excitated by transient electromagnetic incident wave, the problem is formulated in terms of a
time-domain integral equation for the induced current. To solve the
integral equation, we reduce it to matrix equation via the method
of moments using the known-to-be-stable implicit scheme. However, rather than directly constructing and solving the relatively
large matrix equation, we propose an iterative procedure which
allows us to gradually obtain a solution of refined accuracy both
everywhere and simultaneously at any time instance. To render
this procedure rapidly converging, we use a basis of spatio-temporal wavelet functions. This basis facilitates a good approximation of the induced current using far less basis functions than would
be needed if other expansions, such as standard-pulse or Fourier
basis functions were chosen. The use of this basis further enables
the iterative procedure to increase the temporal and spatial resolutions where required without unnecessarily affecting their levels
elsewhere.
Index Terms—Antenna transient analysis, dipole antennas, electromagnetic transient scattering, impedance matrix, integral equations, iterative methods, pulse excited antennas, time domain analysis, transient scattering, wavelet transforms, wire antennas, wire
scatterers.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

CCURATE and efficient wide-band analysis of wire antenna configurations is essential in designing high-resolution detectors, in studies of electromagnetic pulse and lightning
effects, and in biomedical applications. Recently, along with
the growing interest in wireless and cellular communications
thin-wire antenna structures have received renewed attention. In
such applications, the need to gain better insight into transient
phenomena renders efficient wide-band analysis of thin-wire antennas a useful tool for both scientists and engineers [1]–[10].
Time-domain integral equation approach to such problems
seems to be the preferable method of solution since there exists a
simple Green’s function and the number of unknowns involved
is relatively small compared to to finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) methods. The solution of the time-domain electric field
integral equation (TDIE) is often effected via the method of
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moments (MoM) using an explicit scheme which lends itself
to a marching-on-in-time (MOT) solution technique [11], [12].
Since the MOT is notoriously numerically instable, the use of
the conjugate-gradient (CG) method, which prevents the accumulation of error with time, has been suggested in [11], [13],
[14]. Later, instead of the explicit scheme, the inherently stable
implicit scheme has been advocated [15].
To overcome the additional numerical complexity involved
in solving the matrix equation resulting upon using the implicit
scheme, we present in this paper a novel approach, which expands on a recent procedure successfully applied to several onedimensional (1-D) scattering problems [16]–[19]. Using spatiotemporal wavelet basis functions, a reduced-rank version of the
matrix equation is iteratively constructed and solved up until a
desired degree of accuracy is attained simultaneously for all the
time instances involved.
Owing to their unique multiresolution characteristics both in
spatial and temporal domains, these wavelet functions facilitate
an expansion of the induced current over the antenna with far
less basis functions compared to those that would be required
to achieve the same accuracy if standard pulse or Fourier bases
were used. More specifically, wavelet basis functions will facilitate high resolution (either temporal, spatial or both) where
required without unnecessarily increasing it elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III present
the problem and outline the solution methodology, respectively.
Numerical results are given in Section IV, followed by a further
discussion of the method in Section V. Finally, a summary and
conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We start by formulating Pocklington’s equation for the simple
straight wire model illustrated in Fig. 1. This simple model is
used for the purpose of demonstrating the essential features of
the proposed solution method. It should be made clear however
that the method can be readily extended to the case of curved
wires as well. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
antenna is a perfectly conducting, electrically thin straight wire
and length , for which
. Here,
of diameter
is the wavelength corresponding to the upper limit of the frequency band of the incident electromagnetic pulse, given by
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